Follow-Up

- Estimate of cost for verbatim committee minutes (Facilitation team for EIC)
- CRESP updates—Joanne

WTP—Next Steps

- One System—Future presentation to TWC (April?)
- Future updates on seismic analysis
- Outline – IMs
  - Report status in March

Cesium Storage Follow-Up

- Cesium volume + activity + concentration is critical information
- Outline/Questions/Information needs = first steps
- Produce flow/decision chart (in the style of groundwater advice?)
- Factors: legal, cost, risk-benefit
- IM call–update in March

March

- WTP: One System (Plan A for March)
- Tank Vapor Implementation Plan
- Cesium Storage IM Update
- PHOENIX—Tank Farms (potential)
  - Mark Triplett, PNNL
  - Plan B for March if One System is not ready

April

- C-Farm Swim Lanes
- Risk-Based Retrieval EIS/PA Comparison
- Leadership Retreat Topics
- WTP + Cesium IM Updates
- Budget Update—COTW?
- PHOENIX—Tank Farms (potential)

May

- WTP IM Update
- Cesium Storage IM Update
- Risk-Based Retrieval IM Update

Holding Bin

- WTP/ORP Grand Challenge
  - Joni will check on timing
  - Selection process, proposals, results
- Consent Decree